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Unlocking procurement potential for a sustainable future
KPMG GLOBAL PROCUREMENT SURVEY

The road ahead Using predictive analytics and AI to keep headcount flat

To tackle key challenges and drive progress towards a sustainable 
future, companies are taking steps to ensure their procurement function 
is equipped to deliver desired results.
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Key challenges impacting the procurement function

Internal challenges

External challenges

54% 50%

44%
Limited data and insights

Outdated systems

Lack of stakeholder 
collaboration /lack of integration 
within the wider supply chain

83%
77%

63%

Inflationary pressure /increase 
in commodity prices

Risk of supply disruption

Demand uncertainty

Leveraging impactful procurement tech trends
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19%

14%

19%

30%

27%

44%

71%

54%

8%

9%

13%

19%

27%

40%

46%

60%

70%

Metaverse

Augmented reality

Natural language processing

Process mining

Blockchain

Digital payment

Robotic process automation

Generative AI

Predictive analytics

12-18 months 3-5 years

Procurement teams embrace technology to drive productivity and 
effectiveness, prioritizing automation and AI as headcount growth 
expectations remain stable.

Headcount changes: What leaders anticipate

12-18 months

3-5 years

8%

73%

17%

Anticipate increasing headcount

Anticipate flat headcount

Anticipate declining headcount

9%

64%

24%

Anticipate increasing headcount

Anticipate flat headcount

Anticipate declining headcount
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56%

44%

0%

25%

75%

1%

Excellent

Moderate

Poor 

Today 12-18 months

33%

24%

32%

48%

37%

41%

40%

43%

14%

28%

30%

32%

36%

47%

49%

60%

Outsourcing or offshoring new activities

Implementing e-invoicing

Onshoring or nearshoring supply

Developing ESG capabilities

Implementing self-service capabilities

Growing spend influence and improving 
business partnering

Rationalizing the supply base

Implementing technology or data and 
analytics solutions

12-18 months 3-5 years

Improving stakeholder experience

Over the next 12-18 months, procurement leaders intend to double the rate 
at which stakeholders rate procurement service as excellent
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Perceived stakeholder ratings for procurement’s service

Embracing outsourcing for the future05
Outsourcing in future procurement connects efficiency, talent, and 
technology, shifting focus from cost measurement to value realization.

Organizations are developing procurement roadmaps to improve 
capabilities and transform the function to align with their business strategy.

Procurement roadmaps: Charting success
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Outsourcing of other corporate functions

Invoice management /accounts payable

Regulatory compliance

Sustainable supply chain

Contract management

Third party risk management

Category management

Procurement operations

Procurement analytics

Strategic sourcing /value generation

Supplier relationship management

Rate at which capability is incorporated in 1-3 years roadmaps
Rate at which capability is incorporated in 3-5 years roadmaps

Target capability priorities03

Key capabilities in procurement roadmaps

Have developed a 
1-3 years 
procurement roadmap

84%
Have developed a 
3-5 years 
procurement roadmap

51%
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